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The Business

PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
John Allison, Jeremy Townend, Paul Emmerson, Karen Richardson, John Sydes, Marie Kavanagh,
Rachel Appleby and Edward de Chazal

The next generation in business English

The Business is a stimulating, four-level course that provides an inclusive package for any 
student of business English, though particularly suited to those at college or university. 

The course has been developed from detailed research into business-related degree courses in 
leading European institutions, making the modules and topics relevant to anyone studying or 
working in business English. 

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Student’s Book
The modular structure of the Student’s Book allows course pathways to be built, focusing 
on input, speaking, vocabulary etc, according to the students’ needs. Case studies use true 
business scenarios to challenge the students and push them to develop both their language
and business skills. 

Key features of the Student’s Book
•    Full writing module and a case study per unit
•    Speaking sections cover all relevant business communication skills such as giving 
      presentations, handling negotiations and communicating in meetings
•    Internet research boxes provide a context for extra study
•    Includes wordlists, grammar reference, and extensive grammar and vocabulary practice material
•    DVD-ROM included

DVD-ROM
The unique DVD-ROM comes as part of the Student’s Book and provides over 4GB of extra study 
material, making it ideal for self-study, or as an option for spicing up classes by introducing digital 
media. The units match those of the Student’s Book and each contains a video that features 
business situations, adding a visual framework to the elements learnt throughout the course.

Key features of the DVD-ROM
•    Four problem-solving activities, ‘Business Dilemmas’, test the target language and the
      students’ business sense
•    Tests every two units to review progress
•    As students work through the DVD-ROM they have the opportunity to ‘get promoted’
•    Business documents (letters, invoices, CVs etc) provide models for the students
•    Class audio recordings for the Student’s Book available as an MP3 download, together with
      rolling scripts

A1
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The Business Pre-intermediate DVD-ROM
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Teacher’s Book
The Teacher’s Book really provides two books in one: the 
teacher’s notes, and photocopiables. It gives suggestions for 
lead-in and extension activities to suit lower- or higher-level 
classes. 

Website
The Business is supported by an extensive bank of free online 
resources, including progress tests based on BEC-style 
questions, podcasts with authentic listening extracts and 
PowerPoint presentations based on the Student’s Book topics.  

www.businessenglishonline.net

MACMILLAN DIGITAL

Interactive DVD-ROM

Resource site - see p 10
www.businessenglishonline.net

Relevant and 
realistic texts

Case studies provide 
real-life situations to 
engage students

Internet research boxes
provide a basis for extra
study and research

The Business Advanced Student’s Book

The Business pre-intermediate intermediate upper intermediate advanced
Student’s Book + DVD-ROM Pack 9780230021563 9781405083690 9781405083713 9780230021518
Teacher’s Book    9780230021570 9781405081863 9781405081948 9780230021525
Class Audio CD 9780230021587  9781405081849 9781405081924 9780230021532

Business skills are 
developed alongside  
the language

SEE ALSO

Email English   p 68 
Business Grammar Builder   p 69
Business English Handbook   p 69
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In Company Second Edition

ELEMENTARY TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Mark Powell, Simon Clarke with Pete Sharma

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

MACMILLAN DIGITAL
Interactive CD-ROM

Resource site  - see p 10
www.businessenglishonline.net

Macmillan Practice Online - see p 7
www.macmillanpracticeonline.com 

C2

NEW 
LEVEL

NEW 
LEVEL

NEW
LEVELS

In Company has established itself as the English 
course for professionals because of its immediate 
results through topic-based content, active skills, 
and real-world tasks that are instantly relevant to 
everyday business life development.

The Second Edition builds on the success of the original and, responding to feedback, 
we have introduced:
•   More case studies (Student’s Book)  
•   Clearly defi ned topic- or skills-based units (Student’s Book)
•   A variety of global accents (Class Audio)
•   Tips for 1:1 teaching (Teacher’s Book) 
•   Interactive glossary and class audio as an MP3 download (Student’s Book CD-ROM)

For Students
In Company recognises that students need to go beyond talking about their work in English – they 
need English skills that are immediately transferable to their day-to-day routine. 
•   Each lesson is a stand-alone, fast-track unit to competence in a particular skill that business
     professionals will meet in their everyday working life
•   Topics and texts have been chosen to involve, entertain and provoke students into lively 
     discussion, as well as to contextualise key target language
•   Real-world tasks encourage learners to draw on their own experiences at work
•   Grammar is introduced in a practical business context and is now incorporated into the relevant unit
•   Five case studies provide a challenge to students and allow them to use the language and lexis they
     have learnt in a more independent and creative way

Digital
Refl ecting the modern and fast-moving corporate world, 
In Company represents the perfect blended learning course.

Student’s Book CD-ROM
•   The Student’s Book comes with an interactive workbook 
     in the form of a CD-ROM
•   Ideal for business men and women who are constantly 
     on the move
•   Linked in topic and language to the Student’s Book, it 
     provides further grammar and lexis practice 
•   Class Audio is available as an MP3 download so students 
     have constant access to listening activities 
•   Interactive glossary makes an ideal on-the-go reference 
     compendium of vocabulary

For Teachers
More than just a teacher’s book, the In Company Teacher’s Book provides a further 20 hours of teaching 
material through photocopiable worksheets and teaching notes, and gives a clear layout of what is to 
come in each unit. The Teacher’s Book also now addresses how to adapt the material for 1:1 situations.

Teachers are also supported by a host of free online materials from www.businessenglishonline.net 
•   Quick and easy lessons for busy teachers – regular e-lessons delivered straight to your inbox 
•   Wordlists, photocopiable worksheets, answer keys, listening scripts, progress tests and webguides 
     are available for download

Macmillan Practice Online 
MPO In Company courses off er online 
supplementary practice, tailored to 
each level. Accessible from anywhere 
with an internet connection, they’re 
ideal for students on the go. 
See p 7 for more details.

In Company 2nd Edition Intermediate CD-ROM
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In Company Test CD – orginal edition
John Hughes

The In Company Test CD provides complete evaluation for all four levels of In Company.  The tests can be used 
as they stand or as a basis to develop customised evaluation materials. All the tests are in Microsoft Word® 
format for teachers to edit, adapt and print, to create a suite of tests which fi ts their syllabus exactly. 

In Company Case Studies

Discussion topics
encourage students 
to draw on  their own 
experience

Use of English – relevant 
and contextualised

Use of authentic texts
encourages discussion

Topic- or skills-based units refl ect 
the needs of professional 
business English learners

Quotes from relevant 
texts provide interesting 
unit openers

SEE ALSO

Telephone English   p 68 
Business Vocabulary Builder   p 69
Business English Handbook   p 69

In Company 2nd Edition Pre-intermediate Student’s Book

John Allison with Mark Powell

The ideal accompaniment for the practical business English classroom. This is a unique teacher’s resource 
book packed with photocopiable ready-to-use business case studies which can be used alongside any
business English course. 
•    25 case studies give practice in key business areas including candidate selection, marketing strategies and 
      choosing a new offi  ce location
•    The accompanying Audio CDs ensure integrated skills practice by providing listening input for every case study
•    Follow-up activities encourage learners to refl ect on their own solutions

In Company – New Edition elementary pre-intermediate intermediate upper intermediate
Student’s Book + CD-ROM Pack 9780230717091 9780230717190 9780230717145 9780230717244
Teacher’s Book    9780230717107 9780230717206 9780230717152 9780230717251
Class Audio CDs 9780230717114 9780230717213  9780230717169 9780230717268
Case Studies Pack all levels - 9780230717060

In Company – Original Edition elementary pre-intermediate intermediate upper intermediate
Student’s Book + CD-ROM Pack 9780230020566 9780230020603 9780230020580 9780230020627
Teacher’s Book 9780333957196 9780333957271  9780333957332 9780333957387
Class Audio CDs 9780333957226 9780333957301 9780333957356 9780333957400  
Case Studies Pack all levels - 9781405070935

all levels - 9781405070942Test CD
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Presentations in English 
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
Erica J. Williams

Key features
•    Can be studied progressively or dipped into
      for specifi c skills and language 
•    Presents language, advice, and a range of 
      powerful, up-to-date presentation techniques
•    The DVD follows the progress of real students 
      and off ers insights into their learning, models
      to follow, and opportunities for analysis
•    Teacher’s Notes are available from 
      www.businessenglishonline.net

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Email English
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Paul Emmerson

A course for students of general and business English who 
need to write eff ective and convincing emails. It develops 
language skills and inspires confi dence, as well as providing 
invaluable reference material. Suitable for the classroom or 
for self-study.

Key features
•    Free downloadable worksheets, written 
      especially for the course, are available from 
      www.businessenglishonline.net/emailenglish
•    Phrase bank, organised by function, is a 
      useful reference resource 
•    Explanation of the appropriate use of  formal 
      and informal language in emails 
•    A variety of exercise types and a wide range 
      of topics ensure full understanding and 
      language development

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Telephone English
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE
John Hughes

Telephone English trains students to use the telephone 
confi dently and eff ectively in the course of their work.
In addition to teaching language common to all business 
phone calls, Telephone English prepares students for 
dealing with specifi c situations in the business context in 
which they operate. Suitable for the classroom or for 
self-study.

A1 A2 B1+ B2 C1 C2

Key features
•    Trains students in sounding friendly and polite,      
      making small talk, and the importance of     
      register
•    Focuses on the conventions of making
      phone calls in the English-speaking world 
•    The Audio CD (included) allows students to 
      work independently as well as in the classroom
•    The Phrase Bank provides students with a 
      quick and practical reference to support 
      them in their phone calls

FIND YOUR VOICE AS A PRESENTER
The ideal choice for anyone needing to make presentations 
in English, either for business or for academic purposes. 
The fl exible seven-step approach helps students fi nd their 
voice and develop their own unique presentation style. 
Suitable for the classroom or for self-study.

Presentations in English (+ DVD)
9780230028784

Telephone English (+ Audio CD)
9781405082211

Email English
9781405012942

Erica J. Williams

Presentations
in English
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Telephone English
A1 B2 C1 C2

Networking in English
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2C1 C2A1

PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Pete Sharma and Barney Barrett

The latest addition to the Macmillan Business Skills series, Networking in English is for anyone who fi nds it hard 
to fi nd the right words when communicating informally in the workplace. It is a practical, engaging and easy-
to-use book that will build confi dence in a diffi  cult area.  Networking in English focuses on the factors that make 
a good socialiser/communicator: using appropriate functional expressions in common social situations; having 
eff ective conversations which build rapport and mutual understanding; considering social etiquette and being 
sensitive when communicating with diff erent cultures. The authors have considerable experience of teaching 
communication skills and cultural awareness, and are therefore perfectly placed to guide students in the art of 
networking in a language which is not their own. Suitable for the classroom or for self-study.

Key features
•   All language is contextualised by the six characters that appear throughout the book and provide a range of voices and personality types
•   Speakers are both native and non-native to familiarise students with the global corporate market
•   Cultural and networking tips provide extra support and background information
•   A student ‘Needs Analysis’ at the beginning of the book allows the course to be used in a tailor-made fashion
•   ‘My Social Planner’ area enables students to personalise the material and store the phrases most relevant to them

Networking in English (+ CD)
9780230732506

NEW

NEW 
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Business English
Handbook
UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
Paul Emmerson

A1 A2 B1 B2+ C1 C2

Business Grammar 
Builder and Essential 
Business Grammar Builder

Business Builder 
Teacher’s Resource Series

INTERMEDIATE
Paul Emmerson

A1 A2 B1+ B2 C1 C2

A1 A2 B1 B2+ C1 C2

Business Vocabulary 
Builder
INTERMEDIATE 
Paul Emmerson

For self-study or for the classroom, this book is 
designed to help business English students enrich and 
expand their vocabulary, allowing them to express 
themselves more fl uently and confi dently in a 
professional context. The fi rst part of the book focuses 
on business language input while the second part is 
dedicated to professional communication skills. 

•    New vocabulary is grouped according to topic 
•    Accompanying Audio CD provides essential 
      listening practice and extension activities, 
      and features real international business people 
•    Listening script at the back of the book
•    Introduces language for telephoning, 
      emailing, report writing and conferences

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2A1 A2 C1 C2

Business Vocabulary Builder 
 (+ Audio CD) 

9780230716841

Key features

Key features
•    Off ers just the right degree of challenge for
      high-level learners
•    Mind maps make vocabulary input lively,
      accessible and memorable
•    The Audio CD features motivating listening 
      activities based on authentic interviews with 
      leading business people
•    Answer key, full listening scripts, and web
      references for further research are included

What’s new in the Second Edition
•   NEW Format – one page of input and three 

Key features

An absolute must-have for any teacher of business 
English, this photocopiable resource pack series provides 
excellent material for the business English classroom. 

Modules 1 – 3: Social English, Telephoning, Job Interviews
Modules 4 – 6: Discussions and Meetings, Business Correspondence, Report Writing
Modules 7 – 9: Presentations, Company Product and Customer Relations, Negotiations

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Paul Emmerson

This two-level series of grammar reference 
books is aimed at professional adults or 
business students who need to maintain and 
practise their English in a business context. 
Now in its second edition, Business Grammar 
Builder has been updated and refreshed for 
the ever-changing business market. 

 

Essential Business Grammar Builder
(+ Audio CD)   9781405070485

modules 1, 2, 3   9780333990940
modules 4, 5, 6   9780333990957
modules 7, 8, 9   9780333990964

This is a comprehensive and challenging book for learners 
of business English.  For self-study or for the classroom, 
this is the defi nitive companion for high-level business 
English students.

•    Each photocopiable lesson provides a wide
      variety of communicative business activities
•    Full teacher’s notes (included), with tips, ideas
      and cultural hints, accompany each lesson
•    Personalisation activities show learners how to
      use the target language in their everyday lives
•    Spiral-bound for ease of use

      pages of practice
•    NEW Practice activities are presented in both 
      high-context or low-context situations
•    NEW Exercises now include translation
      activities and open-ended production tasks

A1 A2 B1

C1 C2A1

B2 C1 C2A1

Business English Handbook 
(+ Audio CD) 

9781405086059

NEW
EDITION•    Authentic extracts from Newsweek, The 

      Financial Times, The Wall Street Journal and 
      CNN provide examples in a business context
•    Self-administered tests allow students to 
      check their own progress
•    Excellent preparation for business exams such
       as BEC and BULATS (BGB)
•    Appendices cover grammar and vocabulary
      diffi  culties and off er a guide to diff erences 
      between British and  American English (BGB)

Key features of the series

Business Grammar Builder - 2nd edition
(+ Audio CD)    9780230732544
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MACMILLAN DIGITAL

Resource site –
www.macmillanenglish.com/
getreadyforbusiness

Get Ready for Business 
Preparing for work

HIGH BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE
Andrew Vaughan and Dorothy E. Zemach

Helping students prepare for the world of work, this two-level 
series focuses on systematically developing their communicative 
abilities so they increase their employment opportunities and 
have the confi dence to use English in the workplace.

Basic Survival and 
Survival English

HIGH BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE
Peter Viney

Key features
•    Practical communication activities are directly
      transferable to the professional world
•    ‘Culture Files’ build on the topic and language 
      from each lesson
•    In addition to the teaching notes and answer 
       key, the Teacher’s Guide includes photocopiable 
       tests with answer keys
•    Bilingual wordlists to accompany the course
      available from www.businessenglishonline.net

Survival English
9781405003841
9781405003858
9781405003865
9781405003889

  Basic Survival
Student’s Book 9781405003933
Practice Book  9781405003940
Teacher’s Guide 9781405003957
Class Audio CDs 9781405003971

The Survival series is for professional adults 
who need basic English to survive in their 
work and travel. Each one-page lesson 
depicts an authentic situation that learners 
might encounter when working  
internationally.

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2B1 B2 C1 C2

SURVIVAL

ENGLISH
International Communication for Professional People

New edition

SOCIALIZING FOOD&DRINK HOTELS COMMUNICATIONS TRAVEL BUSINESS

PETER VINEY

Key features
•   Carefully graded materials that do not assume students are familiar with the world of work
•   A focus on developing listening and speaking skills in business situations
•   Set in a workplace context with characters students can relate to
•   Viewpoints sections in which a variety of speakers talk about aspects of culture and business
•   Ongoing project tasks that allow students to use the language studied to develop their own professional
     and company profi le
•   Optional TOEIC® test-type practice page for each unit
•   A supportive Teacher’s Book with expansion ideas, tests and supplementary photocopiable activities

NEW American
English

NEW 

NEW 
Get Ready for Business level 1 level 2
Student’s Book 9780230039797 9780230039858
Teacher’s Book    9780230039810 9780230039872
Class Audio CD 9780230717725 9780230717732

Focus on communication 
skills 

Contextualised lexical 
input

Communication 
strategies for business

Get Ready for Business 1

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2B2 C1 C2




